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Solo Piano; Tranquil and inspiring music for meditation, healing and relaxation. 13 MP3 Songs in this

album (60:11) ! Related styles: NEW AGE: Meditation, CLASSICAL: Piano solo People who are

interested in George Winston Keith Jarrett Steven Halpern should consider this download. Details: A

Higher Dimension was recorded January 29th, 1988, and was the first album where I could say as a

musician and creator of music for meditation, If I die tomorrow I can go happily, knowing that Ive done this

recording. I had been in an intensive spiritual process for the previous four and a half years, studying with

Hilda Charlton and several of her students, and had been learning to express the spiritual journey through

music. So when the opportunity came to record, I did bring some prepared music, but mostly I brought my

willingness to listen and perform the music of inspiration which I heard inwardly. I wanted to express the

principles I had been learning spiritually. I also wanted to express the realms of grace I had touched in my

spiritual journey. As the recording progressed, divine qualities would occur to me and with them a musical

piece would begin in my head. I then played on the piano what I was hearing inside. Putting the album

together was fairly easy as the qualities which became the titles of the pieces and the music had their

own logic and progression. Here are the liner notes from the original cassette-only release of this album:

Recorded January 29, 1988 at Classic Sound, N.Y.C , on an 1896 Steinway B grand piano using one (1)

AKG C422 stereo microphone and two (2) Neumann U87 microphones and a Sony PCM F-1 digital

recorder. No compression limiting or equalization was used. Executive Producer ................. Charles

Schaller Producer...................................... Richard Shulman Engineer.....................................	A.T.

Michael McDonald Original Cover Art.......................... Andrew Forest Original

Design.............................	Charles Schaller New Cover Art............................ Reine Laurendeau New

Design................................. DIane Couture Remastering................................ Stephen Smith This tape is

dedicated to Hilda Charlton who with great love has shown me the way to a Higher Dimension within

myself. (c)  (p) 1988 RichHeart Music This album was originally commissioned and released by New

World Productions, Charles Schaller, President.
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